
Authorization For The Sale Of Chometz And Subsequent Bill Of Sale

I, , hereby authorize Rabbi Elan Segelman or any agent
appointed by him or on his behalf to act on my behalf and to sell my Chometz before the coming
Passover in accordance with prevalent Jewish custom and in any manner he sees fit. This
authorization includes the sale of any Chometz in my possession including transit goods that would
be delivered to me during the time of prohibition of Chometz this year, and Chometz which I may
own in full or in part or through shares of stock in corporations which own or deal with Chometz.
All the aforesaid is to be sold to a non-Jew of the Rabbi’s choosing during the time in which I may
legally dispose of such Chometz. The buyer has free access to the Chometz acquired by him. The
place where the Chometz is located may be rented to the buyer for a period of up to twelve days
from the time of the sale, and the Rabbi is authorized to act as an agent for such rental. The Rabbi
has permission to do the above beginning the 12th of Nissan. The exact assessment of quantity and
value will take place at the Rabbi’s discretion, and the buyer’s deposit is to be paid to Rabbi
Segelman or his agent.

This authorization is made binding by my signature below, which when given with the Bill of Sale
shall be considered as if I had actually signed the Bill of Sale. I have also bound myself this day to
all the above by the act of kinyan of the taking hold of a garment or pen.

The Chometz is located at (address)______________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Chometz found in the aforementioned address(es) is more specifically located (Kitchen, Pantry, etc.):
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

I also include in this sale any other Chometz owned by me located at any other place.

The approximate value of the Chometz is _______________________________________.

Done on this day _________________ of April, in the year 2024 of the Common Era, in the city of
Los Angeles, without any reservation whether expressed or implied and in good faith.

Signature____________________________________________________________________________

For those who will be away for the duration of Pesach and wish to exclude one room from the sale so a proper
Bedikas Chometz with a brocha can be done on Sunday night 4/21:

[I specifically authorize Rabbi Elan Segelman to sell all Chometz located anywhere in my home at
the above address and to lease my entire home with the exception of__________________________.]

Location of keys (if applicable) _________________________________________________________


